
Lecture 10 
 Statistical Image Models, part II
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Bayesian approach
Use P(a, b | y = 1) = k P(y=1|a, b) P(a, b)

Likelihood function
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P(y=1|a,b)= ke−
(1−ab)2
2σ 2

a
b
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P(a, b | y = 1) 

a
b

a=b=1

Prior probability

� 

P(a,b)= ke−
(a−b)2
2σ 2

If a>0, b>0

= 0   otherwise



Statistical modeling of images

The pixel

Another pixel

E



Gaussian model
We want a distribution that captures the correlation structure typical of natural images.

Diagonalization of circulant matrices: C = EDET

Stationarity assumption: Symmetrical circulant matrix

The eigenvectors are the Fourier basis
The eigenvalues are the squared magnitude of the Fourier coefficients

D=
…

2
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Let C be the covariance matrix of the image:



Denoising

= +

Decomposition of a noisy image 



Denoising

= +

Decomposition of a noisy image 

Natural imageWhite Gaussian noise:N(0, σn
2)

Find I(x,y) that maximizes the posterior (maximum a posteriory, MAP): 

x

likelihood prior



Denoising
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Decomposition of a noisy image 

Natural imageWhite Gaussian noise:N(0, σn
2)

Find I(x,y) that maximizes the posterior (maximum a posteriory, MAP): 

x

likelihood prior

x



Denoising

x
likelihood prior

x

This can also be written in the Fourier domain, with C = EDET:

The solution is:
(note this is a linear operation)



Wiener filter  
(optimal filter for Gaussian image, additive Gaussian noise)
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The truth:

The estimated decomposition:



And we got all this from just modeling the 
correlation between pairs of pixels!



Statistical modeling of images

A small neighborhood



Edge responses, and responses to other bandpass filters
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Observation: Sparse filter response

Pixel intensity
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Red – true pdf 
Black – best Gaussian fit

Image [1 -1] filter output [1 -1] output histogramIntensity histogram



A model for the distribution of filter outputs

Red – true pdf 
Black – best Gaussian fit

p(x) = 
exp(-x2/2σ2)

2πσ2

p(x) =
exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)

r ~ 0.8  (< 2)



Generalized Gaussian
p(x) =

exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)

r = 10
r = 2

Gaussian distribution
r = 1

Laplacian distributionr = 0.5

Uniform distribution 
r -> infinite



The wavelet marginal model

A small neighborhood

k

p(hk(x,y))

Filter outputsAll pixels and all outputs are independent



The wavelet marginal model

[1 -1]

[1 -1]T

k

p(hk(x,y))



What is the most probable image under 
the wavelet marginal model? 

[1 -1]

[1 -1]T
k

p(hk(x,y))

p(x) =
exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)



Sampling typical images
Gaussian model Wavelet marginal model



1D example

 I = [1, 1, 1, a, 0, 0, 0]a?

The prior model:

p(x) =
exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)

The output to the filter [-1,1] produces independent 
values each following the distribution:



p(h(x))=
x

 h = I  [-1,1] = [0, 0, 0, 1-a, a, 0, 0]*

 I = [1, 1, 1, a, 0, 0, 0]a?

1. First, let’s compute the [-1,1] filter output:

2. Let’s write the probability of the output as a function of a

p(x) =
exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)

=

=

1D example



What is the preferred value of a as we 
change r?

 I = [1, 1, 1, a, 0, 0, 0]a?

r = 10r = 2
Gaussian distribution

r = 1
Laplacian distributionr = 0.5

p(x) =
exp(-|x/s|r)

2s/rΓ(1/r)



1D example

For different values of r we get different maximum 



 I = [1, 1, 1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0]

a=0.5

 I = [1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

a=0 or 1

 I = [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]

r=2 Gaussian model

r=0.8 ~ Natural image model
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The sparse responses for image subbands 
is a useful image prior.  But what should 
the subbands be?   

Following are 3 different subband image 
representations.  Each derived differently, 
each arriving at approximately the same 
representation
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Steerable Pyramid

Images from: http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~eero/steerpyr.html

Decomposition Reconstruction

… …
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Steerable Pyramid

Decomposition Reconstruction

k

p(hk(x,y))



Olshausen BA, and Field DJ. (1996). "Emergence of Simple-Cell Receptive Field Properties by Learning a Sparse 
Code for Natural Images." Nature, 381: 607-609.



Learned with a convNet

1st layer

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/4824-imagenet-classification-with-deep-convolutional-neural-networks

Krizhevsky, A., Sutskever, I. and Hinton, G. E. 
ImageNet Classification with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 
NIPS 2012: Neural Information Processing Systems
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Noisy 
image

White 
Gaussian 
noise



Denoising with the marginal wavelet model
Let y = noise-corrupted observation:  y = x+n, with n ~ gaussian. 

P(x|y) ~ P(y|x) P(x)

P(y|x)

P(x|y)

y

y = 25P(x)

Let x = bandpassed image value before adding noise.

By Bayes theorem



Let x = bandpassed image value before adding noise. 
Let y = noise-corrupted observation. 

By Bayes theorem

y

P(y|x)

P(x|y)

y = 50

Denoising with the marginal wavelet model

P(x|y) ~ P(y|x) P(x)



Let x = bandpassed image value before adding noise. 
Let y = noise-corrupted observation. 

By Bayes theorem

y

P(y|x)

P(x|y)

y = 115

Denoising with the marginal wavelet model

P(x|y) ~ P(y|x) P(x)



P(x)
P(y|x)

y

y = 25

P(x|y)

y

P(y|x)

P(x|y)

y = 115

For small y: probably it is due to noise and y should be set to 0 
For large y: probably it is due to an image edge and it should be kept untouched

P(x)

Denoising with the marginal wavelet model



MAP estimate,     , as function of 
observed coefficient value, y

y

x̂

x̂

http://www-bcs.mit.edu/people/adelson/pub_pdfs/simoncelli_noise.pdf
Simoncelli and Adelson, Noise Removal via 
Bayesian Wavelet Coring 

http://www-bcs.mit.edu/people/adelson/pub_pdfs/simoncelli_noise.pdf


r = 2
Gaussian distribution

r = 1
Laplacian distribution

r = 0.5



original

With Gaussian noise of 
std. dev. 21.4 added, 
giving PSNR=22.06

(1) Denoised with 
Gaussian model, 
PSNR=27.87

(2) Denoised with 
wavelet marginal 
model, 
PSNR=29.24

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/pub/eero/simoncelli05a-preprint.pdf



Gaussian scale mixtures

Note correlations between 
the amplitudes of each 
wavelet subband.

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/pub/eero/simoncelli05a-preprint.pdf



Statistics of pairs of wavelet coefficients
Contour plots of the joint histogram of various wavelet coefficient pairs

Conditional distributions of the corresponding wavelet pairs

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/pub/eero/simoncelli05a-preprint.pdf



Gaussian scale mixtures
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Wavelet 
coefficient 
probability A mixture of 

Gaussians of 
scaled 
covariances

observed

Gaussian scale 
mixture model 
simulation

z is a spatially varying hidden variable that 
can be used to 
(a) Create the non-gaussian histograms 
from a mixture of Gaussian densities, and 
(b) model correlations between the 
neighboring wavelet coefficients.



original

With Gaussian noise of 
std. dev. 21.4 added, 
giving PSNR=22.06

(1) Denoised with 
Gaussian model, 
PSNR=27.87

http://www.cns.nyu.edu/pub/eero/simoncelli05a-preprint.pdf

(3) Denoised with 
Gaussian scale 
mixture model, 
PSNR=30.86

(2) Denoised with wavelet 
marginal model, PSNR=29.24



Applications

• Detecting fake images 

• Camera shake removal



Can we tell if a photograph is real?

slides from Prof. Hany Farid,  
Dartmouth College



Image circulated on internet



The source images
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Some applications requiring the ability 
to verify a photograph’s validity

• Verify news photographs 
• Child pornography prosecution.   

• A defense is to argue that the image is computer generated, thus 
there is a need to verify that an image is a photograph.



Which is the photograph?



Which is the photograph?



Which is the photograph?



Which is the photograph?



Some harder ones, from 
www.fakeorfoto.com







How can we determine which is real?

Image statistics can help us…



IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 53(2):845-850, 2005 





Frequency 
domain

Showing frequency domain 
position of image subbands the a 
particular wavelet decomposition



Frequency 
domain

Showing the formation of each subband image



Frequency 
domain

Showing the formation of each subband image



Frequency 
domain

Showing the formation of each subband image



Frequency 
domain

Showing the formation of each subband image



Input image



Representation of color input image in 
wavelet subbands



Histograms of wavelet subband coefficients



There are correlations between subband 
coefficients



Predict coefficients as a linear 
combination of its neighbors



Straightforward to find optimal predictor of 
subband coefficients from neighbors



Another feature:  
the histogram of 
the prediction 
errors



Summary of features used for image 
classification





Projection of measured features into a 3-d space:  well 
separated even in that low-dimensional space



(40,000)

Photographic training set: 
 downloaded from www.freefoto.com



Photorealistic training set: 
 downloaded from www.raph.com and www.irtc.org



Classifier 1:  LDA.  Simple, amenable to analysis



Classifier 2:  Support Vector Machine (SVM).



Thresholds set favoring correct identification of photographs:

Thresholds set favoring correct identification of computer graphic 
images:

Allowing only 1 in 100 chances of a mistake against the defendant, 
correctly identify photos as being photographs 67% of the time.

Learn a classifier from training data



Easily classified photographic images



Easily classified photorealistic images



Incorrectly classified photographic images



Incorrectly  classified photorealistic images



www.fakeorfoto.com
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Photographic images Photorealistic images

Results of algorithm
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Hany Farid’s book


